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Chapter 2801 
He could not help but take a deep breath and said, “That means that we’ll have to 
constantly go through the tests of the different leveled cities in the Whirling World if we 
want to get closer to the important areas. Only those who pass the tests can get to the 
core of the Whirling World!” 

Jackie nodded. Based on the information he had gotten, it really seemed to be that way. 
It appeared that they would constantly be facing challenges after this. Only by passing 
the challenges would they be able to continue advancing. 

Two years was not a short time, but it was not that long either. Jackie could not help but 
wonder if he could really enter a level one city in the Whirling World within two years. He 
did not know if there would be other ways to get into the Valley of Enlightenment in a 
level one city. He did not know what plans the Unbreaking Pavilion and Phoenix Valley 
had. 

Rudy looked up at Jackie, his lips twitching helplessly. 

After a long time, Rudy said, “Don‘t just be excited for yourself. I know you ‘re very 
strong, but I still feel like it’s better if you don’t enter any level one cities. It’s obvious that 
there will be a lot of amazing treasures inside. You might be able to get treasures left 
behind from ancient times, but I feel like the Unbreaking Pavilion and Phoenix Valley 
are definitely plotting something.” 

“They definitely won’t leave anything good behind for others. At the end of the day, we 
are still not alchemists from the inner valley. Phoenix Valley doesn’t really see us as one 
of their own. We‘d never be able to get our hands on those good things. If we fight 
against them for it, we might get dragged into trouble. It‘s probably better if we get what 
we need from level two or level three cities…” Rudy said all of that with a worried 
expression on his face. 

Compared to Jackie’s excitement at the future challenges, Rudy only felt fear. He could 
not help but turn around and look at the distant Black Sun City. Black Sun City alone 
was already a place that he could never hope to overcome, let alone the Thousand 
Leaves City that was a whole level higher. 

He did not have the guts nor the skill. His ability to go forward was entirely reliant on 
Jackie. Without Jackie, he would die a horrible death. 

Jackie turned to look at Rudy before he pursed his lips helplessly and said, “I 
understand your worries. There are still two years anyway. Even though the Whirling 
World is full of challenges, there should be safe spots. The moment we find somewhere 
safe, I’ll have you stay there.” 



Rudy was not very comforted by those words. After entering the Whirling World, they 
encountered bandits. Without Jackie, he would have died at the transfer gate. 

The moment Rudy realized that fact, he started to regret entering the Whirling World. 
Even though Jackie’s suggestion was very intriguing, all he wanted to do at that 
moment was to stay safe until he could leave the Whirling World. 

He knew very well that the moment he was left behind, Jackie would continue forward 
alone, facing all future challenges by himself which was not a good thing for Rudy. 

Rudy did not answer Jackie and instead changed the topic, “Take out that token of 
yours. Don’t we need to follow the instructions of that token to enter Thousand Leaves 
City?” 

Jackie shook his head and replied while pointing at his own temple, “As long as the 
token is with me, the path will be shown to me without me needing to look at the token.” 

Chapter 2802 
The journey that followed was comparatively a lot more mundane than before. Along the 
whole way, they did not encounter a single person even though they did not advance 
that quickly. After all, even if the Whirling World was devoid of beasts, there were still 
people with ill intentions around. They needed to be on alert at all times. 

Two days passed by in an instant. The two of them had passed an unknown distance. 
Jackie knew the way, but Rudy did not. It was only when Rudy saw a tall tower in the 
distance that he knew that they had arrived at their destination. Even though there was 
still a very long way to go, Rudy still got excited when he saw the tip of the tower. He 
pulled at Jackie’s sleeve and pointed at it. 

“That should be Thousand Leaves City!” 

Jackie nodded with a sigh as he confirmed the path they would be taking to make sure 
that it really was Thousand Leaves City. 

Rudy sighed as he lamented, “We’re finally here. I’ve been bored to death just walking 
for the past few days.” 

Rudy had nothing else to say as he looked at the walls around Thousand Leaves City. 
Jackie quietly looked at the city, and could not stop himself from wondering what 
challenges they would face next. At that moment, footsteps could be heard coming from 
a distance. 

The two of them looked over and saw a white-clothed man with a warm smile on his 
face. The man walking toward them was the first person they had seen in two days. The 
person did not look like he was planning anything bad, but Jackie could not help but feel 
like the person had ill intentions. 



The man arrived in front of Jackie and Rudy and greeted, “I‘m an inner disciple from the 
Deer Pavilion. My name is Anthony Brown…” 

Jackie raised an eyebrow, trying to remember that name. He had only been in Middle 
Province for a short time and had yet to memorize all of the clans there. Thankfully, 
Rudy has heard of the clan before. 

Rudy knew that Jackie definitely did not know about the Deer Pavilion after seeing 
Jackie’s look of confusion. He lowered his voice and explained, “The Deer Pavilion is 
from the inner region of Middle Province. They’re among the best of the Seventh-grade 
clans.” 

Jackie nodded slightly, understanding what was happening. Probably because he had 
mostly interacted with eighth-grade clans recently, the moment he heard that the Deer 
Pavilion was a seventh-grade clan, the only thing that flashed in his mind was ‘weak’. 

After Anthony told them where he was from, he earnestly looked at the two alchemists. 
When he saw that the two of them did not seem surprised at the mention of the Deer 
Pavilion at all, he started to feel a little frustrated. 

Anthony let out a slight cough as he said, “Have the two of you never heard about the 
Deer Pavilion? Haven’t you heard about a clan that‘s about to be promoted to an eighth-
grade clan in the inner region? That’s the Deer Pavilion.” 

Jackie and Rudy nodded slightly, not revealing much on their faces. Rudy felt like there 
was something wrong with the guy. 

Does being promoted to an eighth-grade clan soon not mean they were still a seventh-
grade clan? 

Why was he saying all of that with such an arrogant look on his face? 

It was no surprise that Rudy and Jackie did not react to the Deer Pavilion being a 
seventh-grade clan. After all, so many things had happened recently, and they had 
been interacting mostly with forces at the peak of Middle Province. Even though a 
seventh-grade clan was not bad, it was nothing in their eyes. 

Anthony had looked so proud when he introduced his clan because the Deer Pavilion 
was somewhat famous in Middle Province. Even though eighth-grade clans were 
powerful, they were incredibly rare in the inner region. The inner region was mostly 
home to seventh and sixth-grade clans. 

The Deer Pavilion stood at the peak among the seventh-grade clans, which meant that 
they were in the upper echelons of Middle Province’s inner region. Normally, revealing 
that he was from the Deer Pavilion earned him looks of respect. Yet, these two 



alchemists did not seem to care that he was from the Deer Pavilion at all. He could even 
see a look of disdain on the shorter alchemist. 

Anthony suddenly felt frustrated at that. 

Jackie was a little speechless at Anthony. After the guy said where he was from, he 
suddenly paused. He did not say why he was there, it seemed like that had been all 
Anthony wanted to say. 

Jackie did not waste any time as he coughed out, “Do you have anything you need from 
us, the disciple of the Deer Pavilion? Do you need directions…” 

Chapter 2803 
Anthony only reacted after Jackie’s question. He had lost his composure a little earlier. 
He coughed somewhat awkwardly as he said immediately, “Only one thousand spirit 
crystals are needed. My senior is almost here. He only needs one thousand!” 

Those words stunned Jackie and Rudy. 

One thousand spirit crystals? What senior? 

Jackie furrowed his eyebrows, “What do you mean?” 

Rudy said as well, “That’s right! What do you mean? We never said we were buying 
anything from you?” 

Hearing that, Anthony immediately realized that those two alchemists did not know 
anything at all. He was even happier at that point. It was better if they did not know the 
prices. If he had met some sharper alchemists, he might have had to negotiate for a 
long time. 

Anthony hurriedly explained, “The two of you probably want to enter Thousand Leaves 
City, right?” 

Jackie nodded. Anthony’s question was a waste of time. 

Why would they even be there if not for Thousand Leaves City? 

Anthony had a kind smile on his face as he explained everything. Everyone who 
entered Thousand Leaves City actually needed to go through a test. 

There was a huge rock that was taller than a man in the center of Thousand Leaves 
City‘s gates. The rock was made of a special meteorite. Even with the token to enter the 
city, one still needs to go through the rock’s test. On the top of the rock was a colorless 
crystal. In order to enter the city, one would need to light up the rock before they were 
allowed to enter Thousand Leaves City! 



Jackie nodded and said, “So only the strong can enter the city!” 

Anthony nodded seriously, “Yes! You have to hit the rock with all your might and the 
colorless rock will light up in red if you have the right to enter. Otherwise, you’ll only be 
able to stay around the level nine cities.” 

Rudy’s expression changed at that. He turned around to look at Jackie worriedly. It was 
probably incredibly easy for Jackie to enter the city, but it was practically impossible for 
Rudy. 

Even if he had not tried it, he already had no hope. Even his strength at the late stage of 
the innate level was only there because the Whirling World had forcibly raised it. He 
was a helpless mortal compared to the other warriors in that world. 

He had thought that he would be able to follow Jackie till the end, but he did not expect 
there would be a qualification test to enter a level eight city. 

After Jackie heard that introduction, he frowned as well. If that was the case, it really 
was possible that Rudy would not be able to continue the journey with Jackie. Rudy 
would need to stay among the level nine cities, and never be able to step into a level 
eight city. 

Just as the two of them were mulling over it, Anthony spoke again, “The two of you don‘t 
have to worry! Even if you can’t meet the requirements, you can still go in with our 
help…” 

When Jackie heard that, he immediately turned to look at Anthony. At that moment, 
Anthony still had a warm smile on his face, but Jackie could feel something hidden 
behind that smile. 

Jackie nodded without showing any emotion, “How would we be able to get in? Please 
teach us.” 

When Anthony saw that Jackie was being more polite, the smile on his face deepened. 
“Helping you two to get in… Is actually not that easy. Normal folks would never be able 
to help you, but the disciples of the Deer Pavilion are quite special.” 

As he said that, there was an arrogant look on Anthony’s face. 

Jackie refrained from showing any emotion as he nodded, motioning for Anthony to 
continue. 

The colorless crystal on the rock did not just glow red, but purple as well. Glowing red 
meant a bare pass while glowing purple meant that someone was exceptionally 
talented. They would be able to bring another person inside. 



Chapter 2804 
After explaining for so long, Anthony saw that the two of them finally understood. He 
immediately gave them an invitation, “Bringing the two of you inside is absolutely 
possible. Normal wandering warriors wouldn’t be able to do it. Only the disciples of the 
Deer Pavilion will be able to do so. My senior disciple will be here soon. As long as each 
of you gives me a thousand spirit crystals and guarantees that you’ll help us refine pills 
after we get the materials, we’ll bring the two of you with us!” 

After saying that, Anthony raised his head slightly, waiting for their answer. He was 
incredibly confident in himself and his clan. As a clan that stood at the top of seventh-
grade clans, they were still at the top of Middle Province, even if they could not compare 
to eighth-grade clans. Other than the strongest of disciples, no one dared to look down 
on them. 

Jackie raised an eyebrow as he looked at Anthony meaningfully and asked, “So you’re 
so intent on bringing us in because you want us to help you refine pills for free after you 
get the materials?” 

Jackie had been incredibly sharp with his words. If all Anthony wanted was one 
thousand spirit crystals, then Anthony would not have needed to talk to them in such a 
friendly way, nor would Anthony explain things to them so patiently. 

It was impossible for him to not have any ulterior motives. Just like Jackie had thought, 
Anthony had demands other than the one thousand spirit crystals. 

Alchemists have an incredibly special existence in the Hestia Continent. No matter how 
many amazing materials warriors obtain, they could not consume them directly. They 
needed the power of alchemists to refine those materials into pills to increase their 
strength. They were like doctors of the mortal world. They were even more important 
than doctors. 

There was an age restriction in the Whirling World. Becoming an exceptional alchemist 
required a lot of time, which conflicted with that. It was very hard to find a good 
alchemist in the Whirling World. 

Jackie let out a light laugh after that before he turned around and whispered to Rudy, 
“This guy wanted us to work for him from the start. No wonder he’s acting so friendly. 
Even though we weren‘t being that friendly to him, he still patiently explained everything 
to us.” 

Rudy nodded. Even if he was not the smartest, he understood the key takeaways from 
that. Ever since he entered the Whirling World, Rudy could understand how normal 
warriors felt. 

If they wanted even better resources from the Whirling World, they needed to be even 
stronger. They definitely needed stronger and stronger pills. The Whirling World had 



already been empty for tens of thousands of years, it was not known how rich the 
resources here were. However, without an alchemist helping them, they would only be 
able to stare at those materials! 

Rudy thought about it and pursed his lips, “He wants us to give him a thousand spirit 
crystals, and still wants to take advantage of us…” 

Rudy got angrier as he thought about it. No matter what pills alchemists refined, they 
would be able to obtain certain rewards after refining them. One pill was worth at least a 
few hundred spirit crystals. Anthony was smart. He did not just want them to give him 
spirit crystals, he even wanted them to work for him. That was only because Anthony 
could bring them both into Thousand Leaves City! It was as if the two of them would 
never be able to get into Thousand Leaves City without him. 

Anthony merely looked on quietly by the side as the two of them mumbled to each 
other, not knowing what they were saying. They did not give him an answer which made 
Anthony a little more nervous. 

Chapter 2805 
He furrowed his eyebrows as he said anxiously, “The two of you have been talking for 
quite a while. Shouldn‘t you give us an answer? Even if you’re sixth-grade alchemists, 
you can’t really do much in the Whirling World. If you don’t work with us, we’ll just work 
with higher-level alchemists when we meet them!” Anthony said those words with 
conviction as though it was a warning. 

He was trying to make himself look as good as possible. It was as if the chance would 
be gone if the two of them did not hurry up and agree. 

Jackie’s lips twitched helplessly. He was not some inexperienced child. 

How could he just believe Anthony’s words so easily? 

Anthony had definitely not been lying when he was talking about the rules, but the 
subsequent part was uncertain. 

Jackie nodded at Anthony, “I’ll give you an answer right now. The two of us have 
already made a decision. We won’t rely on anyone else, and won’t work for anyone 
either. Thank you for telling us the rules of Thousand Leaves City. If I have the chance, 
I’ll definitely repay you in the future.” 

After saying that, Jackie shot a look at Rudy. The two of them turned and continued 
walking toward Thousand Leaves City. 

Anthony’s eyes widened, not expecting Jackie to reject him so thoroughly. There was 
not even any room for negotiation. Anthony frowned as his expression darkened 



immediately. He rushed over and stood in front of Jackie, blocking Jackie’s way, “Are 
you suspecting that what I said earlier was all a lie?” 

Jackie shook his head, answering honestly, “I’m not doubting those rules you explained 
earlier at all.” 

Anthony got even angrier at Jackie’s reply and said, “Since you know it’s real, why are 
you rejecting us? I can guarantee you that the prices I’m giving you are already the 
cheapest. When you arrive at Thousand Leaves City, you‘ll meet others. Not a single 
one of them is reliable! Once they meet an even better Alchemist, they’ll toss the two of 
you aside or even use you as cannon fodder. Don’t think about looking for others just 
because you’re not happy with my price!” 

Jackie pursed his lips helplessly, not expecting that Anthony would think that way. He 
looked up and said earnestly, “I’m not planning on getting anyone else to help us get 
into Thousand Leaves City. Thank you for your concern. I’ll remember the favor. As for 
everything else, there’s no need for you to worry.” 

After Jackie said that, he did not push Anthony aside. Instead, he walked around 
Anthony and headed toward Thousand Leaves City. 

Rudy closely followed behind Jackie. He followed everything Jackie wanted, not voicing 
any opinions. 

Anthony looked at the two of them rejecting him so thoroughly again. Anthony was 
stunned on the spot as he looked at Jackie, wondering if something was wrong with 
Jackie’s head. 

Chapter 2806 
He had said things so clearly. He did not even have any intention of negotiating things. 

Did he really think he could enter Thousand Leaves City by himself as an alchemist? 

He could not be as certain about other things, but there was a piece of common 
knowledge in the Hestia Continent. No matter how exceptional the alchemist was, they 
would throw most of their time into alchemy, neglecting their training. It meant that 
alchemists were all not very strong. Even though Jackie looked like he was at the late 
stage of the innate level at that moment, Anthony was sure that Jackie’s actual skill was 
not at that level. At most, Jackie would only be at the middle stage of the innate level. 

Someone at the middle stage of the innate level was actually talking to him so 
arrogantly. He did not plan on getting anyone’s help to enter Thousand Leaves City! 

Anthony wanted to laugh at that thought. The brat was too arrogant. Who did he think 
he was? 



Anthony coldly snorted and said, “Just you wait! You will regret this when you see 
what’s waiting for you. Once you see how difficult being acknowledged by the rock is, 
you won’t be able to keep up with your arrogant ways!” 

Jackie and Rudy then continued their journey to Thousand Leaves City. 

When they were about a thousand feet away from Thousand Leaves City, Jackie could 
see a large crowd gathered in front of the city. They were all warriors who wanted to 
enter Thousand Leaves City. Other than endless wastes, they had only seen Anthony 
for the last two days. Rudy could not help but get excited when he suddenly saw so 
many people in front of him. 

He pointed at the crowd and said, “Initially, I didn’t think that there would be that many 
people wanting to enter the Whirling World. After all, there are many uncertainties about 
the world. Now it seems like all the warriors who meet the criteria have entered!” 

Rudy got more and more excited as he spoke. He felt like he had participated in the 
biggest spectacle among younger warriors in the Hestia Continent. It was as if they 
were all the most talented young people in the Hestia Continent. 

Compared to Rudy, who was so excited, Jackie seemed much calmer. He raised an 
eyebrow and looked over to see a flood of heads in front of the city. He also saw the 
rock that Anthony had talked about earlier. 

The rock to enter the city was at the center of the plaza in front of the city. There were 
many people queueing up in front of the rock. Everyone was incredibly eager to get the 
qualification to enter the city. 

After Jackie let out a sigh, he pulled at the excited Rudy and headed toward the city 
gates. 

There were two groups of people within the plaza. There was a group of idle people 
standing at various spots in the plaza, while the other group was queuing up in front of 
the rock. Those that were in various places were either chatting or resting. They 
seemed to be waiting for something as they stood at the plaza and looked in the 
distance. 

After Jackie arrived at the plaza, he did not head to the queue immediately. He wanted 
to observe things first, so he pulled Rudy to a corner and settled down. Even though the 
rock was no challenge to Jackie, he still wanted to observe the surroundings before 
entering Thousand Leaves City. 

Rudy blinked as he looked at Jackie curiously. He quietly asked Jackie, “Aren‘t we 
going in immediately? Do you feel like there’ll be danger in Thousand Leaves City?!” 



Jackie was a little speechless. His lips twitched as he replied without turning his head 
around, “Isn’t what you said just stupid? It’s not like I didn’t tell you about what 
happened in Black Sun City. Black Sun City was just a level nine city while this one in 
front of you is a level eight city. If there’s no danger inside, I’ll eat a cockroach!” 

Chapter 2807 
Rudy immediately froze at those words. He frowned as he looked at the city gates in 
fear. 

At the moment, the gates were partially shut, leaving only enough room for one person 
to pass. Many people were trying to get in, but there were also a lot of them who were 
looking at the city gates with concern. Ever since he arrived at the plaza in front of the 
gates, Jackie had only seen people enter. He had not seen a single person coming out. 

That basically meant that Thousand Leaves City was several times more dangerous 
than Black Sun City. With Rudy’s meager skills, he would not be able to do anything. 

The more Rudy thought about it, the more worried he got. There were countless 
treasures in the Whirling World. It was an amazing place for most warriors, but with the 
resources came unavoidable danger. 

For those that were strong, the danger would turn into an opportunity. However, the 
weak would just be putting their life at risk. It was like a beast with an open mouth that 
could swallow them whole at any moment. 

Rudy frowned and turned to look at Jackie in concern, “Should I not enter this time as 
well?” 

Jackie shook his head and answered, “Since I can bring you in, I’ll definitely bring you 
inside. If there’s any danger that I can’t deal with inside, I’ll figure out a way to get you 
out or find somewhere safe to hide you.” 

Jackie’s words alleviated a lot of Rudy’s worries. However, he still could not help but 
feel waves of fear facing Thousand Leaves City. 

“Lost again! This guy has tried three times, and he failed to get the crystal to glow red 
each time. He refuses to leave after he fails, and he’ll just try again. Do you think I 
should applaud his courage or do you think I should say that he’s an idiot?!” 

There were two muscular, shirtless men standing in front of Jackie. The two of them 
were looking at the Rock and discussing things with great interest. 

Jackie could not help but look toward the position of the rock. There was a large-
mouthed man at the rock. The man’s face was reddened at that moment, and he looked 
a little crushed mentally. His whole body was shocking as he let out an angry roar, “Why 
can’t I do it?! I‘m just a little off. Why won’t it let me enter? I’m clearly not weak!” 



There was a trace of arrogance in those words. Others felt incredibly amused watching 
him. The two men standing in front of Jackie could not stop laughing after hearing that. 

One of them shook his head and said, “This guy really is confident in himself. He thinks 
that he’s just a little off, but he’s actually lacking a great deal. On average, only half can 
get into the city. The other half would be disqualified. Who does he think he is… It’s as if 
it’s down to his luck that he can’t get into the city. What a joke!” 

The other person nodded and said with a cold smile, “People like him are pretty 
common. They all think they’re better than others, but so many masters entered the 
Whirling World this time. Their meager talents might seem incredible when they’re at 
insignificant places, but they’re just ants among masters. Some of them aren’t even 
worthy of being called dust!” 

Those words were very straightforward, but they were honest words after all. From the 
numbers gathered at the plaza, a lot of people came to the Whirling World. 
Furthermore, Jackie had found out how many people Phoenix Valley was sending into 
the Whirling World before they entered. 

Chapter 2808 
After he found out about the numbers, Jackie was quite surprised. Phoenix Valley had 
practically sent two-thirds of their number into the Whirling World. Furthermore, most of 
them that were being sent in were the ones that were incredibly talented. The ones that 
remained were those that were not very gifted. 

If Phoenix Valley were willing to send in so many of their own as a major force in Middle 
Province, then the other forces would definitely do everything they could to enter the 
Whirling World. 

Thousand Leaves City was just one among the many level eight cities. There were still 
over a hundred level eight cities that were just like it. Those cities were all similar to 
Thousand Leaves City whether it be in terms of size or the various rules. A further 
thought was the fact that those of them in front of Thousand Leaves City were just a tiny 
portion of the people who had yet to enter the city. From that, it was obvious how many 
had entered the Whirling World. 

Thinking about that, Jackie sighed as he looked at the discussions in front of him. They 
were either saddened or excited. Jackie was also one of them at that moment. He 
started to feel uneasy about his future. 

How far could he go in the Whirling World? What sort of difficulties would he face? 

“That big mouth is quite pitiful…” Rudy mumbled softly. 



He looked at the man with sympathy. At that moment, the man had already been tossed 
aside by the person behind him. Other than Rudy, there was practically no one who was 
sympathetic toward that man. 

They merely felt that the large-mouthed man’s words and actions were funny. It was 
clearly the man’s fault for not having the skills, but he seemed intent on blaming 
everything else except for himself. He was at the lowest of the low in the Whirling World 
and would be relegated eventually. 

The man stood there with a despondent look on his face after being tossed aside. He 
looked like he had been given up on by the world. 

He trembled as he continued mumbling to himself, “Will I not be able to get in? So many 
people have clearly gotten the right to enter. I’m not weak within my clan! Why can’t I 
even get through the city gates!” 

He felt deeply impacted. He looked like he had aged ten years on the spot. Rudy felt 
incredible pity for him as he could not resist comparing himself to the man. Rudy felt like 
he was not much better. 

Without Jackie, he might not even have survived Black Sun City. The more Rudy 
thought about it, the sadder he got. He even started to wonder if he could even survive 
the next two years. He wondered what he would be like when it was time to leave the 
Whirling World. 

Jackie patted Rudy on the shoulder, stirring Rudy from his thoughts. 

Jackie said helplessly, “It’s not the time for you to let your thoughts wander. If you have 
time to feel sorry for others, why don’t you think about your next course of action? Since 
you can’t really grow in the path of a warrior, then throw everything you have into 
alchemy. Remember, you are an alchemist first and foremost.” 

Jackie’s words caused Rudy to have a moment of realization. Rudy had been worried 
about all the wrong things. Ever since he entered the Whirling World, he had forgotten 
about his identity as an alchemist. What was abundant around them were warriors who 
were looking to increase their strength. 

Rudy nodded earnestly. 

“I am Joe Candor, an inner disciple of the Compass Pavilion. Might I ask the two of you 
where you’re from?” A cool voice suddenly spoke next to Jackie and Rudy. 

The two of them looked over at the same time. They saw a handsome black-robed man 
looking at the two of them with a soft smile. 



Chapter 2809 
Jackie frowned, not really liking people who start off their introductions with their origins. 
However, he refrained from being too rude before the person made his intentions clear. 

Rudy‘s lips twitched as he whispered to Jackie, “The Compass Pavilion is an eighth- 
grade Clan. He should be quite strong if he’s an inner disciple there.” 

Jackie furrowed his eyebrows, not expecting that the Compass Pavilion would be an 
eighth-grade clan. He had bumped into the disciples of quite a few high-grade clans 
recently. He was starting to grow numb to disciples of eighth-grade clans. 

Jackie nodded at him and introduced himself. However, he did not reveal where he was 
from. After all, being an alchemist was already enough of an introduction. He did not 
want anyone to know that he was from Phoenix Valley. 

Phoenix Valley was not in the best of positions at that moment. If he revealed that he 
was from Phoenix Valley, it was very possible that he would invite unnecessary trouble. 
Joe did not force Jackie to reveal his background when he saw that Jackie had no 
intentions of doing so, and merely nodded at Jackie warmly. 

His eyes glanced across Jackie and Rudy, seemingly thinking about something. 

Jackie frowned, not enjoying being looked at like that. However, he did not want to say 
anything at that moment. He merely quietly waited for Joe to reveal his intentions. 

After a moment, Joe nodded at the two of them, “I saw that the two of you were hiding 
here after you arrived. Are you hoping that someone will bring the two of you inside? 
You shouldn’t rely on that riff-raff around here… They don’t have the skills nor the 
confidence. My junior disciple and I are from the Compass Pavilion, an eighth-grade 
clan. We definitely have the skills to bring the two of you into Thousand Leaves City.” 

After saying that, Joe extended five fingers to Jackie, “Since the two of you are already 
sixth- grade alchemists at such a young age, you must be very talented in the field. 

“I’ll give the two of you a discount. You only have to give me five hundred spirit crystals 
each, and I’ll bring both of you inside. However, there’s another condition. If I need any 
pills refined, you will have to help me out.” 

Jackie pursed his lips helplessly. It was the same request again. 

Rudy furrowed his eyebrows, feeling like these guys were just trying to get free labor 
from the two of them, no matter how nicely they spoke. 

After all, alchemists were incredibly rare in the Whirling World. They would be incredibly 
useful at the right moments. That was despite the fact that seventh-grade alchemists 
were what everyone really needed at that moment. However, thanks to the restrictions 



in place, most seventh- grade alchemists were already over the age limit. There were 
very few people who were able to become seventh- grade alchemists in sixty years. 

The seventh- grade alchemists that entered the Whirling World were all already part of 
their respective forces. They would only be used at important moments. Even Joe was 
not able to have easy access to a seventh-grade alchemist despite being from an 
eighth-grade clan. 

Within Hestia Continent, Joe looked down on sixth-grade alchemists. After all, sixth-
grade alchemists were not incredibly useful for him. Yet, the whirling World greatly 
lacked alchemists, so he could not afford to be picky. 

The conditions he mentioned were already quite lenient. There were already other 
alchemists that went into Thousand Leaves City with the warriors. Quite a few of them 
had to pay two thousand spirit crystals and even needed to refine a lot of pills. It was 
something that could not be helped. After all, alchemists did not have the skill to get 
past the city gates. 

Joe noticed that Jackie remained quiet. Jackie still felt like the price was too high. 

Chapter 2810 
He furrowed his eyebrows before he said, “There have been a few alchemists that have 
been brought in before you guys. All of them had to give at least a thousand spirit 
crystals. I’m already being very nice by offering you five hundred spirit crystals.” 

Jackie and Joe’s conversation attracted a lot of attention from the bystanders. Quite a 
few of them looked over. Some busybodies even started to surround them. They 
wanted to see how much two alchemists would have to pay to be brought into 
Thousand Leaves City. 

Jackie’s lips twitched helplessly. He coldly looked at everyone that was gathered around 
and said, “Refining pills for free for you is already an incredibly big payment. You’re 
actually still asking for fees. You’re really trying to bully people with your positions.” 

Those people were trying to take advantage of the fact that alchemists had no other 
choice, especially those who were alone and did not have large groups to protect them. 
They were basically tasty sheep in the eyes of those people. They set a price that the 
alchemists would be forced to pay. They would even need to commit to long-term labor. 

Jackie let out a laugh. 

From Anthony earlier to Joe who was in front of him, all of them tried to make it seem 
like they were doing the alchemists a favor. It really rendered him speechless. 



Rudy lightly snorted, feeling the injustice of it all as well. However, Hestia Continent had 
always been an unreasonable place. The ones who made the rules were the strong. 
The weak did not even get the chance to talk back. 

Joe raised an eyebrow as he studied Jackie. The surrounding crowd could not help but 
laugh, feeling like Jackie’s words made no sense at all! 

Did Jackie think that he was the only alchemist in the world? 

Jackie was still voicing his opinions despite such a great offer! 

Joe had a sneer on his face as he said, “So you’re not planning on entering? It’s the first 
time I’ve seen someone like you, who doesn’t even know how to appreciate what’s 
given. Remember! Alchemists are weaklings in the Whirling World! You don’t have the 
ability to enter, so don’t try and argue so much!” 

Jackie laughed as he turned away from Joe, “I refuse!” 

Jackie’s words were incredibly firm. After that, he shut his mouth, not saying another 
word. Everyone was stunned as they looked at Jackie like they were looking at an idiot. 

Did this guy know what he was doing? 

Joe’s earlier terms had actually been incredibly good, but Jackie actually refused to 
accept it and said such harsh words in response. 

Did Jackie think that he could enter Thousand Leaves City with his own skills? 

Everyone merely looked at each other, feeling like his actions were even more absurd 
than the large-mouthed man earlier. 

Everyone was gossiping in their hearts, “Hey, brat! Do you think you’ll actually be able 
to enter Thousand Leaves City with your skills?” 

Jackie glanced at that person, not even bothering with an explanation. He felt like those 
people were all just wasting their time. 

“Just look at how he’s not saying anything. Is that silent acknowledgement?! The world 
really is full of miracles. I have never seen an alchemist as confident as him,” The 
person emphasized the word alchemist. 

After all, everyone knew that there were no alchemists who made it to the late stage of 
the innate level before they were thirty… 

Joe suddenly laughed as he looked at Jackie with an incredibly disdainful look. Jackie 
really was an idiot. He wanted to see what sort of tricks Jackie could pull. 



“You’re actually here!” A familiar voice was heard by Jackie. 

Jackie turned around and saw Anthony looking at him with a meaningful expression. 
Anthony probably has just arrived, but he probably knew what was happening from the 
discussions around them. 

 


